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This is art by Jasper Johns
 

What do you notice? 
What do you like? 

What does it make you wonder?
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Jasper Johns.  Daidies, Estate of Jasper Johns



A collograph is a print
that is made by
making a collage of
different textures and
materials.

COLLOGRAPHS 

Cardboard with textures
White Card x 2
Card for painting your
final piece on after
planning your print.

In this weeks envelope you
should find:

CHECK OUT THE

RESOURCES BOX

Exploring Collograph 
Printing

 You can use the textured card
board as well as chopping up
your box to make the raised
peices of your collograph relief. 

You are going to need :
Somewhere to paint.

PREPARE IN  ADVANCE

These might take some
practice to get the amount of
paint right.

DO YOU HAVE A

PR INT ?
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. Getting the paint spread thinly
across the whole of the raised
bits, with the roller. This needs
to be done quickly so that the
paint doesn't dry. Then press a
paper onto it.
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 AT  F IRST  TRY . . . . .
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What numbers are special to you? Why are they special? Make a
note of them here.

What letters are special to you? Why are they special? Make a
note of them here too.

EXPLORATION  SHEET

Cut letters and numbers out

6
Cut carefully so that you
have a background 'Stencil.'



Step Three: Cover the tray in a thin layer.
Roll over the paint getting a thin layer, then apply the roller over your letters and make sure theres
a nice even coat over all the raised area's.

Step Four: Lastly, Cover it with a sheet of paper and
RUB VERY GENTLY.Place the paper over the tray and gently smooth the sheet down to make sure it
contacts with all surfaces of the paper.

 

You can repeat the above steps until you’re happy you have the best result. You can wash the tray,  
dry and reuse with a different image as many times as you like. 

Step Five: leave the paper to dry for a while and think about what you might draw onto and around
it. Remember Jasper Johns work for inspiration. 

EXPLORATION  SHEET
Step One: squeeze some acrylic paint into the tray and spread evenly with the small roller. Roll until
there is an even film of paint on the roller.

StepTwo: use the roller to paint a thin even coat of paint over the empty second tray. The trick is to
ensure the paint covers the surface of the tin sheet and is not too thick.

Check if your letters are the right way round.



Printing with Stencil  
Can you use the background of your cutting
(the waste piece) as a stencil. Use a sponge to
dab the paint into the 'hole.'

Remember to share your work to ...

TSSYoung Artists

This is a stencil too.
Can you look out for
them the next time
you're out for a walk?

This is also
a stencil. 
What else
could you
make?


